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Substantiates the dialectical relationship between the ancient and the modern professional and labor holidays in agriculture, that usually confirms their consuetude and legal nature.
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Introduction and holding each professional or labor holidays in a particular field of public relations, regardless of their affiliation to the industrial or service sectors plays a stimulating and activating rallying role in increasing the efficiency of the labor collective work of any enterprise. No exception to this conclusion and agriculture and farms as bases of agricultural production. However, the theory of agrarian law still traditionally not enough attention is given to research agricultural labor relations, not to mention their individual components, which are modern agricultural trade and labor holiday. Meanwhile, recent origin is not only scientific but also of practical interest from the spreading them exactly agro-regulation, taking them thus influence the scope of labor law.

The purpose of this article is to study the legal nature of modern agricultural trade and labor parties.

In this regard it should be noted that the current system of agricultural labor celebrations and ceremonies are: professional holidays; Holidays labor associated with individual cycles of agricultural work; Holidays labor and ceremonies honoring workers; traditional festivities works on crafts, and so
on. All holidays and rituals have their own symbols and paraphernalia.

Modern nation-wide professional holiday peasants "Day of agriculture." However, its establishment as a professional holiday of agricultural workers has a long history, it means that the customary nature. For example, a retrospective analysis of the considered professional holiday is clearly illustrated by the establishment of this custom, it further authorization by the state, and the gradual transformation of a legal tradition as an important component of the national legal culture.

Employment holiday "Day of agriculture" is of national importance and appropriate fixing by law. However, there are a number of labor holidays, which depends on the initiative of individual farms. Legal mediation of events based on local regulations of these companies.

The obtained results convincingly show Traditions and legal nature of modern agricultural trade and core labor holidays. However, a limited amount of research can not reveal the deeper questions, and so not only does not exclude, but also directly provides for further scientific research in the field of agro-jurisprudence.